
Life-Enriching Education Lab
April 7th-13th 2018

Retie - Belgium

The Center for Nonviolent Communication again  presents an offering in the CNVC 
training line up to further Marshall B. Rosenberg's commitment to education, the LEE LAB.

“The LEE-Lab is an opportunity to 
broaden the vision of possibilities, to 
become hopeful, creative and playful 
(again!). It can be a springboard for 
future development.” 

Marta, Poland

“There was place for everyone. 
Everyone counts, we are very 
rich together.”

Taisa, Slovenia

This NVC Lab is created for everybody interested in Life-Enriching Education, including school and 
kindergarten teachers, child care staff, administrators, counsellors, educators in youth programs, 
parents, various NVC trainers and NVC practitioners who share the intent to explore and apply 
NVC values in education.

As a participant, you will join a dynamic team of experienced CNVC Certified trainers and educators 
dedicated to cultivating the field of Life-Enriching Education: Marianne Göthlin, Towe Widstrand, 
Shona Cameron, Corrylaura Van Bladel, Giacomo Poleschi, Gabriele Grunt. 
We will share best practices, explore ways to implement NVC in learning environments, and 
through a powerful visioning process, we will help you create or clarify your vision and plan of 
action for your own life-enriching education project.

Vision for NVC in Education: 
To support youth in developing the understanding and skills necessary to be wise members of a 
global community and co-creators of a peaceful, just and sustainable world.

The Life Enriching Education lab is uniquely designed to offer educators 
both a structured and open learning environment. We will emphasize the 
opportunity to share, explore and learn together so that in these 6 days you 
can make the experience of co-creating a life-enriching learning community 
and living the values of NVC in an educational setting.

Concretely and very practically we will work on how to:
Co-create a safe and supportive learning and working environment including pupils, 
teachers, parents and administration staff.

Role model partnership and inclusion in cooperation in - cultivate emotional intelligence, 
respect, and compassion.

Resolve conflicts and prevent or de-escalate violence.

Support pupils to find their potential and connect with their eagerness to learn.

Build communication skills which support standing up for own needs while also taking in the 
perspective of others and the community as a whole.

Info and Registrations  https://goo.gl/gtTb4jhttps://goo.gl/gtTb4j


